Ultima Thule, defined as ‘the land remote beyond reckoning,’ embraces the theory that indulging creature comforts and overwhelming the senses are ideal ingredients for life-enriching experiences. This unique and timeless lodge serves as an outpost in a place where adventure is not dictated by itineraries and Mother Nature reigns supreme.

Each day, the weather is considered and wilderness adventures begin. The light bush airplanes are specifically designed to access wild places while ensuring minimal impact to the natural world. A sort of anti–tourism style of exploration best suited for guests who prefer off the beaten path experiences and are happy to do away with set schedules, allowing for all possibilities. Here guests find themselves in a world removed from civilization and the press of humanity while stopping for lunch in the middle of the largest (non-polar) glacier on earth; on top of a high alpine plateau to walk among arctic flowers and sample wild berries; next to a salmon stream fishing alongside grizzly bears, or soaring among 14-18,000 foot peaks along the way to the Pacific coastline to watch 1000 year old glacier ice crash into the surf.

In the midst of all this grandeur, the thing that makes Ultima Thule truly special is the authenticity experienced on a human level. Guests are welcomed into the daily lives of the Clauses – A family living the dream of wilderness adventure and stewardship in a land that truly is beyond.

LOCATION: Wrangell St. Elias National Park; 13.2 Million Acres
Tucked inside the vast landscape of the biggest protected Wilderness landmass on Earth, 100 miles beyond the paved road. Fly-in only access to the heart of a UNESCO World Heritage Monument and the largest National Park in North America.

Activities and Adventures:
100% Tailored and customized to each group’s interests and fitness level. No Itineraries. Private guides for each group. Every activity and adventure is conditional based on the weather, and included in the package price. Ideal for couples of all ages, friends, multi-generational families and small corporate gatherings.

PLEASE NOTE: Wilderness immersion, exploration and travel is not necessarily suited for everyone and should be undertaken with mindfulness that the reality of adventure is not always comfortable, timely or subject to human planning. Wilderness is unpredictable and uncontrolled; visitors must adapt to nature’s pace and plan.
Some adventure examples:

- Air Safari Adventures
- Glacier Exploration and Hiking
- Flight Seeing
- Hiking and Trekking on Alpine Tundra, Glacier Ice or through Boreal Rainforests
- Salmon and Trout Fishing
- Wildlife Viewing
- Bird Watching
- River Rafting
- Photography
- Beach Combing
- Wilderness Discovery and Immersion
- Leisure Activities
- Downhill Sledding on Glaciers (Anytime of the year!)
- Visit Gold Rush Era Historic Sites